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Civilian Green will spend Christi

tmas vacation on crutches, the f~st

semester of his junior year of the b8ke~

season. He returned to school last

Friday, November 18. His coach had

sent him home because he had h~ven~

many days of absence due to his

stilts.

Denting league November 13

He jumped high in the air to

balance, breaking his ankle. Not

realizing it was broken, he walked

until he went to Meridian, his home

town, before he had it cared

for.

He is in the care of Dr. H. E.

Jewal of Meridian.

DEAR SANTA

This is just a little reminder from some B. J. C. students.

Bob Bates wants a ranch with a big B for Bates. Ted McCutcheon

wants some uniforms for his football team.

Dolly Bates wants a r~nch with a B for Bates.

Anna Sellars wants some new

doll clothes.

Dolly Bates wants a ranch with a B for Bates.

Whooops for Jolly of Saint Louis, even B for Bates. What

charious character for the amuse-

ment of the students. It is not

likely the B. J. C. women, as even

the sacred hair of nuns cannot

be captured by the Veilette "tie-

tack." - starts

Dating, last minute "confer-

ences," whiskers shoo "What's

that?" Not until next year, reh, reh, "What's

that?"" - will be doing next Wednes-

day night?" Moscows operatic in-

ing, let's see, is it Friday or - or

puts the students in the right hol-

iday spirit.

Dancing Saturday

Festivity will be on hand Saturday

night, when the freshmen sponsors a party for all

the freshmen. In the gym, presented under a de-
Children, You Have a Job

Dear Classmates, once we more approach that festive time of Christmas. Our Christmas will probably be much the same as this year's. Christmas is a special time. In many European countries it isn't a matter of Santa riding over rooftops and coming down the chimney to give us another milk and apple for the reindeer. Christmas means a lot more to us. When the vacation will give us a chance to think back over our mistakes and realize we have improved.

In either case, we'll get into the old Christmas spirit, forget our troubles and spend most of our money, the remainder of which will be for New Year's. And finally, the spirit on New Year's won't be true in most parts of the world.

By Lois Higginson, June Beiley and Ferdinand M. Earle, Editor

EXCHANGES

by Ferdinand

Ferdinand is really on the run, and so we should. You can tell how mad that he trampled his pretty flowers into the mud. But, he isn't too busy to plan for a definite future. You'll see him one day, that's a mighty violent act. So you here kids, be the kind. And, Cole, and Virginia Peterson, General Line.

Griffen News, St. Joseph, Mo.
In these days when we all are so busy, sometimes it is necessary that we plan carefully for the stiff competition that we must face. We've got to work hard to make sure we have the best. We'll see you at the next issue.
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Fashion New

Thus far, this column has been devoted to the boys of the class. It is high time to say a few words to the girls

First of all, I'd like to comment on the fact that those beautiful girls that are so rarely seen, so rarely are seen, by the feminine population, there is a girl who doesn't go out with boys. She is a very rare specimen, a very special girl. She is a girl that is in touch with the world, women are that broad-minded.

If you own your ring, I'll admit the idea of buying it for yourself is a little tough, but, if you ever do your shopping in a department store, you'll get a pair of tights, it's a little easier. If you threaten us weaker ones with that, don't think nothing of it. We are a new hybrid to you, but anyway, our size will vary, though you are in the same class. All hindrances to seek out the best possible technique.

Girls, Speak Courteously

Wade Murphy acquired a peculiar experience when a couple of our girls nicknamed him "Handle."

"It seems that this idea of "I.C. drama" is finding real favoring prestige. Those free afternoons are a great thing, but I'm not talking about students' grades. Oh, well, a good friend of mine is a student druggist (I) even if you have seen the girls.

"If George Leeds is so quiet and hard to get acquainted with?" the name gives me a headache, Mr. Ferdinand. Ferdinand understood that knowing her is useless — with Dole.

Boys, How Could You?

Then there was one morning, a quiet and dance that the Bu-Caes and other girls really worked on to impress me. Up to this point, the boys took outside dates and let N. C., D., B., and T. T. in, but Ferdinand thinks it's a shame.

These gals have really given us enough trouble, but we can't help us-if we don't like 'em. You know the old expression. "The one that deprecate, never gets it."

How can you criticize the boys?

Ferdinand bared a good man doing a lot of talking about the last column, and I must say, this time it was well worth hearing.

Ferdinand bared a good man doing a lot of talking about the last column, and I must say, this time it was well worth hearing."

Why does Jimmie Shaw wander around the halls the other day, when he heard enthusiastic voices issuing from the art room? "I saw Ferdinand," said that in all their years of art, the boys should go into the business of making happiness in others.

We like her because she's unique and independent. We like her personal manner and the tactfulness with which she speaks. We like her because she's not self-conscious about her own feelings. We'd pass her up permanently if she sometimes lost her poise, and her pleasant manner might vacillate. But we like her because she's good to everybody. Bernice Heisner.
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Anita Margaret Belvoir — We like her because she’s always so in- teresting and can read you at your ease. In other words, she’s easy to meet. We like her because of her gift of gab — and she’s kinda cute. She’s a good date but she’s a bit of fun and can dance the night away because of the way she wears her clothes and the way that woman can dance. Yeah and she can dance, too. — Stan Jones.

Dorothy Montgomery — We girls like her because she can “take it” because she isn’t so conscientious and because of her demureness. We would switch to the girl in the front row if she started gawking about the other girls, was late for her dates, flirted with other fellows while on a date, chewed gum at dances, or yelled at other people at the top of her voice. — Judy Baird.

Helene Mary Archbold — We girls like her because she isn’t so studious because she’s sympathetic and understanding. We appreciate her memory of things but she does her work. We think she’s formal and lives in the eyes still being closed, or the night to come. — Gloria Walter.

Bessie Nallcy Fairchild — She made a different story. You’re the sound leap to about .51 per cent of the time. Any sound in the room will direct your ears will direct your attention and your best chances are to “Spanish and French. She now does Boys heal’ best from the left, right.

Dean Dorothy Atkinson was that the color of your hair. She’s the Dean of Herbert Childs, was also a social service worker in California, their average age is fifty. Roosevelt’s occupation schools. Her psychology lab has also arrived at a general average of seventy-five per cent. Like, their average age of seventy per cent, but from front to rear will make mistakes of a different kind, it’s not the same color. These experimenters will not in- sist that the color of your hair has anything to do with the efficiency of your ears, but they will give you the percentages of the only saw a head tested.

Bob is studying the University of Oregon, at Eugene, constantly with Rowena Anderson.

B. J. C. and returned from a trip to Mexico at the University of Idaho.

Miss Helen Crane taught English and education at Washburn University.

Miss Ruth Galloway is also married to have found outside interests. How do you do it, Wetzel.

Bob Jenkins, ‘27, Bill Roberts, ‘25, and Dave SommarstAds, ‘36, how root for the Westfield instead of the Broncs. Bob is studying medicine, the color of the boy two laws, at the University of Oregon at Eugene.

Let her...it's Towsncraft's Tights...she wear...she can get them at Penney’s.
By TOMMY NELL

Gene Chester, Pop Curtis, Bill Stevens, and Jock Dudley, the old fellows, trying to "get" the mob lads, Grob worked his homeroom punch in and a (barely) crack, it worked.

Miss Lindsey had a perfectly legitimate reason to be excited. "That's why, of all the things, the old men.

"Jack Thorne's been inquiring, "Are you going to see a play with him this weekend when we get thru drawing them?"

Virginia Peterson reads Terry and the Pirates while the people cry crack all around.

Dodder is now surreptitiously to an orange cat with orange eyes. He scared Else Smith out of her skin. "Forget about it, that's the very line physiques..."

In the basketball game, but Jay quips that Gabi bases her..."

What is this vague rumor floating about the Carson -Taylor affair mentioned last week was..."

Gabi heard that a quotation that Gabi bases her..."

Jock. Orie worked his sister's girlfriend out for the welfare of young musicians. "I must feel that it is all to pay off) his two..."

For QUALITY CHRISTMAS SHOPPING SEE A Million Maidens Urn for Romance and Love Young Men, Do Your Stuff!

For the one you love, be it Mother, Sister, Sweetheart or Friend. Make your Christmas gifts one of our exquisite Cactus Cheeks. Place it first on your list.

For centuries the "Hope Chest" has been the central cradle of romance. This very popular tradition lives on more and more people than today ever before.

Buy it today on our Easy Payment Plan—No Interest for FOR GOOD FOODS SNAPPE SERVICE 8th & Fort St.

The Store Friends Built Trackside Prices Farmer Oil Co.
Spanish Civil War Refugee
Now Studies Idaho Basques

By ROBERT COLE
Senior Juan Bilbao, former
address Bilbao, Spain, but now
of Boise Junior College, cer-
tainly does not appear to be a
hardened refugee. At the age of
three young men have been con-
menced thrice to death and
now have no illusions about the
damage he has done to his own
health. He has two sisters serving
year as nurses. He smiles
cursively and is entirely a victim
his escape.

This is how it happened, as he
-ellows of "exclusive ROUNDUP
interviews.

Juan Bilbao had been to mili-
tary school, so when the Spanish
Civil War broke out he was not
prepared to defend his new-found
democracy, he was commissioned a lieutenant in the
royal army of northern Spain. His sisters became nurses
in the hospitals.

Escapes to France
At the months and years passed
which the Basque country became
eed of stamina and blood and
strength of will. It grew more and
more obvious that the town of
Bilbao was shortly to fall.

In the meantime, in the carrying out of a few more
or less roundabout adventures, photographing forbidden
terrain and blowing up bridges begun as "Euphori," Juan
Bilbao had incurred the extreme dis-
pleasure of Fascist staffs, besides
the three condemnations.

Finally the vanguard of the Italian army moved upon the
colonial capital, the liberating armies of
感受到了Bilbao. All those who
had opposed rebel domination, which had been the
crowded up to be imprisoned or executed. Bilbao was not
among them. Sixteen boatloads of men whose offenses had
been so great that they could not
hope for their lives escaped into
the Bay of Biscay.

One boat reached the friendly French port of Biarritz—but
my belongings.

The rest had tried the short way
to safety, directly across the bay,
and had blundered into the Span-
ish fleet. That was on
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Spanish Civil War Refugee Now Studies Idaho Basques

BY ROBERT COLE
Senior Juan Bilbao, former address Bilbao, Spain, but now of Boise Junior College, is certainly does not appear to be a hardened refugee. At the age of three years, he has been con-
menced thrice to death and since then been a victim of his own
health. He has two sisters serving year as nurses. He smiles
cursively and is entirely a victim of his escape.

This is how it happened, as he
-ellows of "exclusive ROUNDUP
interviews.

Juan Bilbao had been to mili-
tary school, so when the Spanish
Civil War broke out he was not
prepared to defend his new-found
democracy, he was commissioned a lieutenant in the
royal army of northern Spain. His sisters became nurses
in the hospitals.

Escapes to France
At the months and years passed
which the Basque country became
eed of stamina and blood and
strength of will. It grew more and
more obvious that the town of
Bilbao was shortly to fall.

In the meantime, in the carrying out of a few more
or less roundabout adventures, photographing forbidden
terrain and blowing up bridges begun as "Euphori," Juan
Bilbao had incurred the extreme dis-
pleasure of Fascist staffs, besides
the three condemnations.

Finally the vanguard of the Italian army moved upon the
colonial capital, the liberating armies of
感受到了Bilbao. All those who
had opposed rebel domination, which had been the
crowded up to be imprisoned or executed. Bilbao was not
among them. Sixteen boatloads of men whose offenses had
been so great that they could not
hope for their lives escaped into
the Bay of Biscay.

One boat reached the friendly French port of Biarritz—but
my belongings.

The rest had tried the short way
to safety, directly across the bay,
and had blundered into the Span-
ish fleet. That was on

THE MECHANICAL

ORDER YOUR 1940 Les Bois

While the price is still
$1.50

We Wish You All
A Merry Christmas
And A Happy New Year
REMEMBER TWO BIG BINS
CHRISTMAS DINNER, DECEMBER 25 - 65c
NEW YEAR'S DINNER, JANUARY 1, 65c

The MECHANICAL

211 N. 8th

The MAKE

UP-TO-DATE'S

Box of Candies

For the
Holiday Dances

With a CORSAGE

From

SCOVELL
Floral Co.
Hotel Boise Phone 3300

The UP-TO-DATE'S
STORE
1906 Main Phone 11

The C.G. Anderson Co.

The GOLDEN RULE

Our Famous Cut-To-Order

French Crepes

30c

Wear Them
With Anything and Everything

Triangle-cut blue scarfs with piled, permanently waved edges. Dozens of Crown Tested French
to choose from, in new Spring prints. Washable.

Bills - Street Floor

WOULDN'T IT BE FUN IF:

Robert were a Nun instead of a Monk?
Helen were a Puritan instead of a Kitchen?
Oren were a Cavasine instead of a Wildman?
Marion were a Cowist instead of a Shaul?
Robert were a Night instead of a Day?

MAKE HER UNDERSTAND
WITH UP-TO-DATE'S

Box of Candies

If you want to tell Her she wants to know that don't add up when you start to tell
them... you can send Her Up-

TO-DATE'S Box of Candies at Christmas time... then on New Year's send Her another one... and you're a diplomat, mister, for you told her in a big way.

E X T R A S

BREAKFAST LUNCH or DINNER

Try IDANHA

"You can Taste the Difference"

IDANHA CAFE CAFETERIA and COFFEE SHOP
"Famous for Food"
Geo. and Silas Cordes, Mgr.

5 Ways To Tie Them

UP-TO-DATE'S

222 Main
Phone 7
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Here is a List of The Library Rules—Please Observe Them

EXCHANGES

Please do not exchange books. The library does not permit this practice.

Have Your CHRISTMAS PORTRAITS Taken Now at CHAMBERS STUDIO Phone 315-W 500 Bankhead, Boss

Skiing Christmas Shopping MERRY CHRISTMAS

Do your skis need a break? We buy and sell.

ERWIN "LADYBUG" CO. 1424 Green St.

Your Good Electric Service Doesn’t Just HAPPEN!

Falk’s Wish you a very Merry Christmas

With you Christmas Shopping

At Falk’s you’ll find gifts for all!

You can’t get a more complete line of Sport Accessories, Jewelry Gifts, Lingerie Gifts, Masculine Gifts, Slippers, or any Accessories.

and a HAPPY NEW YEAR Falk’s